South Asian Affinity Group (SAAG) at Princeton University

And

Maharashtra Foundation

Present

Putting Gandhi/Amte Ideas into Practice

Friday - November 12, 2010 at 5:00 PM
Frist Center, Room 307 - Princeton University

Indian street food including Samosas will be served

Dr. Anand Bang of SEARCH organization, an MPH from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health (2009), works as public health activist in Gadchiroli, Maharashtra.

The people of Gadchiroli are his immediate partners for learning and serving. He wants to shape himself as a knowledge activist to improve the health of local tribal communities.

Dr. Anand Bang of SEARCH organization, an MPH from Johns Hopkins School of Public Health (2009), works as public health activist in Gadchiroli, Maharashtra.

Visit http://www.searchgadchiroli.org

Pallavi & Kaustubh Amte of Anandwan, Maharogi Seva Samiti, a public charitable trust for treatment, training & psycho-socio-economic rehabilitation of leprosy patients in Warora, Maharashtra

Visit http://www.anandwan.in

Kaustubh & Pallavi, a third generation social worker couple are grand-son and grand daughter-in-law of Baba Amte, an internationally known activist & peace worker and founder of Anandwan. Kaustubh is responsible for administration of MSS and Pallavi a legislative law student is looking after the school and other activities at Anandwan.